This paper revisits the episode of Rostam's seven trials in Persian literary and folk tradi tions, and his slaying of the White Demon. It takes issue with N6ldeke， s interpretation of the demon as a survival of an ancient "white deity" and instead suggests that the demon represents Rostam's "albino" father, Zal. Rostam's fight with the demon is ana lyzed as an Oedipal conflict in which the hero overcomes and kills the "bad father in a cave. It proposes that the tale is a coming-of-age narrative in which the hero achieves individuation and independence. Several oral versions of the tale, and one version from a professional storyteller's nineteenth-century manuscript, are presented in translation for the purpose of comparison with the literary version. Much ink has been spilled over the question of which tale is older and which is the model for the other.1 These questions do not concern us here because as far as semiotic analysis is concerned, the question of "primacy is not as important as it might be in other forms of analysis. Moreover, to the extent that the motif of heroic trials is present in the biography of the major ity of the Iranian epic heroes， ムit alone is not a good indicator of genetic rela tionship or of interdependence of different narratives. These common episodes may have co-existed as discrete entities in Iran's heroic tradition from the beginning. Generally, just because one story comes before another in the narrative of the Shahnama, one may not conclude that the latter is modeled on the former, or that the two are genetically related. Positing such a model requires corroboration from sources that no longer exist; and attempts to assign primacy might end up being a chicken-or-egg under taking.
T WO SETS OF HEROIC ADVENTURES in the Shahnama are called "seven trials." These are the seven trials of Rostam， and those of Esfandiyar. O f these, Rostam's trials occur first in the narrative of the epic. In the course of these, Rostam frees King Kavus and his entourage from the White Demon's prison. The epic's second "trial" episode, namely that of prince Esfandiyar, tells of the prince's rescue of his sisters from their Turanian enslavement.
Much ink has been spilled over the question of which tale is older and which is the model for the other.1 These questions do not concern us here because as far as semiotic analysis is concerned, the question of "primacy is not as important as it might be in other forms of analysis. Moreover, to the extent that the motif of heroic trials is present in the biography of the major ity of the Iranian epic heroes， ムit alone is not a good indicator of genetic rela tionship or of interdependence of different narratives. These common episodes may have co-existed as discrete entities in Iran's heroic tradition from the beginning. Generally, just because one story comes before another in the narrative of the Shahnama, one may not conclude that the latter is modeled on the former, or that the two are genetically related. Positing such a model requires corroboration from sources that no longer exist; and attempts to assign primacy might end up being a chicken-or-egg under taking.
I have no doubt that the Shahnama narrative follows a literary logic that firmly connects its episodes and gives it an undeniable unity. The semi otic significance of Esfandiyar^ trials has been discussed previously (OMIDSALAR 1983) . We will here propose an interpretation of Rostam's seven trials, which we shall consider in terms of the epic s narrative logic.
Several points should be kept in mina in analyzing Shahnama episodes. The most important of these is that the Shahnama is literature, not history. Formally, it belongs to the genre of classical Persian courtly verse, and is nec essarily expressed in a highly refined courtly language, devoid of any trace of folk diction in its nearly 50,000 distichs (see OMIDSALAR 1998) . Its narrative is carefully organized into a highly symbolic discourse typical of other liter ary epics (see JASON 1977，31) , and its organization is designed to make smooth transitions between its episodes possible, while weaving them into a logical whole. There are no independent narratives in the Shahnama.3 All is intricately interconnected.
The Shahnama^ narrative organization is the product, not so much of Ferdawsi's efforts, but of the authors of Ferdawsi's prose archetype, who explicitly state their preoccupation with structure and symbolism:
There is much in this [book] that appears outlandish. But that is all right [because] when one learns its hidden sense (con magz~e u bedani)^ and when that sense is made clear, they appear sensible and acceptable \to~ra dorost dyad o del-pazirgardad] (QAZVINI 1984，v o l.1，p. 37).
Ferdawsi inherited this concern with symbolic expression, which he explic itly states at his poem's beginning:
Do not consider these [stories] as lies or [mere] fables;
Tnings do not always happen in the same way. W hat's in this book is either acceptable to reason, Or it makes sense symbolically. (Introduction, .
Equally important in this respect is the contextual significance of every Shahnama episode. That is, much in the meaning of Shahnama episodes will be missed if one neglects the narrative context in whicn it occurs. The story of Rostam's seven trials is no exception.
In his introduction to the story, the poet lets it be known that the nar rative is about fathers and sons, and the replacing of the old by the young:
When the fruit-tree grows tall --Should it be harmed--Its leaves wither, and its roots weaken And it bends over [in ill health]. When it [finally] leaves its station [in the garden] It surrenders its place to the sapling... [But] if an evil sapling grows from good roots, One should not blame the roots. When fathers leave the world to their sons They school them in its secrets. If [the son] abandons his father's glory and good name should the father call him a stranger rather than a son. He who strays from the path of the master W ill deservedly be harmed by the world.
(Jang-e Mazandaran; henceforth J of M , 1-3, [5] [6] [7] [8] Thus, by a rhetorical device in the wording of his introduction the poet tells us that the story of Rostam's seven trials is about fathers and sons, and con cerns the passing of generations. 4 He then reiterates his point in the first line of the story: "When Kavus5 took over the throne of his father" (J of M ，11).
I shall argue that the story of Rostam's seven trials is a tale of transfor mation that signifies a fundamental change in the hero's role and function in the Shahnama. Going through these trials signals Rostam's coming of age. These trials transform the boy Rostam into a man who replaces his aged father as the chief hero of the court. They are Rostam's rite of passage. But let us first present a summary of the story as it appears in the Shahnama, for those readers who might not be familiar with it.
T h e S h Ah n Am a V e r s io n After Kay kavus ascends the throne, a Mazandaranian demon musician comes to the court and sings about the beauty of his native land. Moved by the demon's song, the king decides to add Mazandaran to his possessions and attacks it with a great army. However, the champion of Mazandaran, who is called the White Demon, captures the king and his entourage, blinds them and keeps them in bondage. Kaykavus sends a message to Zal and his son Rostam, and asks for their help, and Zal sends Rostam to the rescue via a perilous shortcut to Mazandaran. Rostam encounters several hardships on his way that are customarily called "Rostam's seven trials."
Several striking features of the episode of the seven trials are crucial to its proper analysis. First, contrary to the cultural tendency of the pre-Islamic Iranian ethos that consistently associates the color white with goodness and divinity, the demon in this story is white. Second, Rostam does not actually go through seven trials. In fact he performs no acts of martial importance in three of his seven trials. Third, all but the last trial hardly qualify as a trial compared to other such adventures in Persian epic tradition. Fourth, Rostam's seventh trial, namely his perilous encounter with the White Demon, is not called xan or "trial" in any of the sixteen authoritative manuscripts of the poem. It is simply referred to as the hero's fight with the White Demon. Fifth, the entire episode of the seven trials has a dreamlike character, quite untypical of other trial episodes in classical Persian epic literature. Indeed, Rostam is often either sleeping or about to sleep in a number of them. Sixth, a close reading of the text forces the conclusion that what is important in this episode is not the deed, but the process. Keeping these points in mind, let us proceed to consider the hero's trials in greater detail.
In the course of his first trial, Rostam arrives at a thicket, where he makes camp for the night. During the night, a lion approaches the hero, and having noticed the hero's mount, Raxs, nearby, thinks that it should first kill the horse and then the sleeping knight (J of M ， line 290). However, Raxs proves too powerful an adversary and slays the cat (288-98， especially 294， 298). Rostam sleeps through the whole fight, and wakes up only to scold his horse for having endangered itself by fighting the feline prowler. Sleeping through Rax^s valiant efforts hardly constitutes going through a trial.
Passage through a dry hot desert, where he almost expires of heat and dehydration, constitutes Rostam's second trial. The hero survives because a ram leads him to water (314, 320). Once again, as soon as he has his fill of water and food, Rostam lies down to sleep (334-35, 337).
During his third trial, Rostam slays a magical dragon, which like the lion of the first trial, approaches the sleeping hero. Terrified by the serpent, Raxs twice tries to wake his master, but each time the dragon disappears as soon as Rostam is roused, and the enraged hero threatens to kill his loyal mount if it persists in waking him up. When Raxs wakes him up a third time, God prevents the dragon from cloaking itself and, aided by Raxs (375-76)， Rostam quickly kills the beast.
The fourth trial brings the hero to an abundant spread of food and wine. The feast belongs to a number of witches, who disappear as soon as Rostam approaches. He sits down to feast and begins to sing about his hard life. Disguised as a beautiful damsel,a witch joins him at the spread. However, she changes back to her hideous form as soon as Rostam utters the name of God (Motif G 271.2.3), and he kills her before she can harm him.
For his fifth trial, the hero uneventfully passes through pitch darkness, and reaches Mazandaran, drenched in sweat. Leaving Raxs to graze in the cultivated fields nearby, Rostam lies down to sleep again (424-28). A local farmer attempts to punish him for being inconsiderate, and strikes him with a switch. Rostam wakes up, wrenches the poor fellow's ears off， hands them to him, and goes back to sleep. The farmer complains to the local aristocrat, Olad, who comes to punish Rostam with a small force of demons. Rostam routs them, captures Olad, and forces him to act as his guide.
The sixth trial consists of a minor skirmish with a demon force, which ends as soon as Rostam tears off the head of their commander with his bare hands. He then arrives at Kaykavus^ prison, where he finds the sightless king and his heroes. Kaykavus tells him that only the blood of the White Demon can restore everyone's sight, and sends him to fight the monster.
Rostam's final ordeal is his fierce battle with the White Demon, and his slaying of the beast. He cuts out the monster's liver, brings it back to Kaykavus's prison, and restores the captives， sight by applying some of the gore to their eyes (motif D 1505.14， "animal liver cures blindness" ； and cf. D 1505.19，"giant's gall restores sight"). Although this ordeal has been called Rostam's "seventh trial" in most editions of the poem, as well as in the prose oral versions of the tale, I have never seen a Shahnama manuscript that calls it by this title.6 This is especially striking because all manuscripts use either the word manzel (station, stage) or xan (trial) in the titles of the hero's first six trials. 7 The story of the seven trials is a pivotal point in Rostam's life. It takes place when he is a teenager, who although possessed of enormous physical power, is still a mere pawn in the hands of his father. Indeed, the pair is often mentioned as an undifferentiated unit, with Zal being clearly the more promi nent aspect of the dyad. In spite of his primacy, however, by the time of Rostam's birth Zal, though technically Iran's chief hero, has grown old, inactive, and bereft of much of his physical prowess. The Iranian heroes complain of his inactivity, saying:
Since you became t\\cjahdn pahlavdrf after Sam We have not had a day's peace (Zav Tahmasp, 53).
In response, Zal briefly reminds them of his exploits, and then adds signifi cantly:
I was tireless in battle night and day [But] I was always fearful of growing old. Now has the heroic back been bent by age, No longer can I wield the Kaboli blade. (60-1)
Having thus confessed to his age and feebleness, Zal goes on to reassure the nobles by saying that Rostam is ready to take his place.
At the time when Zal decides to send Rostam through the seven trials, however, he is worried that the boy is too young for the mission, and tells him:
There is a difficult mission ahead of us, One that will cause much anxiety. Naturally, Rostam agrees to undertake the mission, and assures his father that he prefers war to rest.
Zal, although no longer a physically powerful man, has nonetheless become the personification of wisdom by this time. His function in the Shahnama depends more on his sagacity than on his heroism. Zal was born with a full head of "white h a ir ， " and is thus symbolically linked with age and wisdom from the outset. His real name, Dastan， means "artifice，ruse" and his nickname, Zal--by which he is better known--means "hoary" or " o ld .， ， 9 These are formidable powers in the gerontocratic universe of the Persian epic, but heroism in the Shahnama depends more on prowess than on brains. Indeed, because of his great wisdom, Zal cannot remain a formida ble hero. Wisdom inherently shrinks from the kind of violence that heroes routinely commit. Yet in the period between the death of his father, Sam, and his son's coming of age, Zal must fulfill the office almost by default. It is only after the episode of the seven trials that he fully disappears into the back ground, and Rostam takes over his heroic functions. Z a l， s disappearance however, is not sudden. It happens gradually and is mediated by Rostam's seven trials. There is a short period before this episode when Zal and his son act almost as one. It is as though the character of the jahan pahlavan has been split in two, with Zal acting as its "wise" aspect and Rostam fulfilling its heroic dimension. Powerful as Rostam undoubtedly is at this time, he is considered too inexperienced to be 2. jahan pahlavan, and is routinely referred to by terms such as fyida\~€ na rasid "a tender child" (Kayqobad, line 32), or "boy!" (Kayqobad, line 24). In the scene of his first fight, an enemy hero refers to him as "a youth who is yet to make a name for himself" (Kayqobad, line 35). During this period neither heroic achieve ment (namely, his capture of Afrasiyab in battle), nor political service (name ly, his bringing of Kayqobad to the throne), is enough to grant him the recognition that older heroes enjoy. It is revealing that in the scene of Kayqobad's ascension ceremonies, Rostam is not even mentioned among the premier court heroes, although it was he who single-handedly brought the king from his bucolic anonymity to ascend the throne in the first place:
All the nobles gathered, Nobles such as Dastan and the warlike Qaran, Like Xorrdad and Kasvad and the brave Barzin... (Kayqobad, (3) (4) By contrast, at the end of the episode of the seven trials, when king Kavus holds court Rostam is mentioned first among the heroes of the court: It is my contention in this paper that the episode of the seven trials is the process by means of which Rostam achieves individuation and is fully differentiated from his father. It is the hero's "coming of age" story, his rite of passage after which the boy becomes a man. Whereas prior to this episode Rostam is the subservient member of the pair, "Zal and R o s ta m ， " after it, he becomes the most prominent hero of the poem. His father almost completely recedes into the background, and it is Rostam alone to whom kings appeal for help fe.ff., Jang-e Hamavaran, 193; Rostam and Sohrab，293; Siyavaxs, 595-596， and many other places). Indeed, it is in the seven trials episode that Rostam is for the first time called taj-baxs or "crown-bestowing" (375), a title that becomes typical of him during the rest of his life. He attempts to conquer Mazandaran even though his forbears--some of whom were sorcerer kings--shrank from it (J of M ,Ins 50-52). Later in the story, when Zal advises him against the plan and reminds him that no king before him entertained such wild wishes, Kaykavus responds that he is greater than his ancestors in manliness, wealth, bravery, and Royal Fortune, and can do what they did not or could not do (123) (124) (125) (126) In warning his father of the dangers of the mission with which he charges his son, Rostam resorts to the authority of the "nobles of yore" rather than to his own opinions, and couches his implicit opposition to 厶a l， s orders in obe dience to the ancestral ordinance that one should not endanger his own life." Z A l5s S y m b o lic E q u iv a l e n c e w i t h t h e W h i t e D e m o n Although it is customary to describe Zal as an albino" in the literature, that description is not accurate. To the extent that albinos lack the pigment melanin, they are characterized not only by white hair, but also by paleness of skin and pinkness of the eyes. Zal is not an ordinary albino because he is described as white only in the hair on his head. His eyebrows, lashes, and eyes are clearly black: siyah-as moza dida-hd qirgun, "ms lashes black, and his eyes black as tar" (Manucehr, 149). His father, Sam, describes him as siyah paykar o mu~ye sar con saman, "black is his body and his hair is white" (Manucehr, 63), and objects that his son is two-colored" (65). Tms makes it clear that the infant did not have an albino's pale skin. Indeed, even Prince Esfandiyar notes the contrast between his dark skin and white hair much later in the poem: tanas tira bod, ruy o muyas sapid, "his body was dark, and his face and hair white" (Rostam and Esfandiyar, 631). The White Demon is quite similar to Zal in this respect. Like Zal, he is not an albino in the strict sense of the word, and has white hair but dark skin: ba rang-e sabah ruy, con barf, muy, "his skin was black as onyx, and his hair was like snow" (J of M ，569). The black color of his body is alluded to when he is depicted as approaching Rostam like "a black mountain (570). His blackness merges with the darkness of the cave in which he makes his lair (565).
What makes the White Demon especially interesting is that demons of the Iranian epic lore are never white. The most common color of demons in the Iranian heroic tradition is black. For instance, the son of the Evil Spirit, a demon by the name of Xazuran (Kayumart, 35) is a black demon (Kayumart, 33, 61). Similarly, the demons encountered during the kingship of Tahmurat are led by a black demon (Tahmurat, 34). Indeed, the very ideas of fierceness and savagery are poetically expressed as dark or black, and when heroes commit horrific acts of violence, their acts are depicted as black. Thus, Rostam himself is described as marai co divi siyah, "A man like a black demon" (J o fM ，438).
The unconventional whiteness of the White Demon fascinated Theodor Noldeke, who tried to justify it in a short paper. Noldeke first pointed out the singularity of the demon's color, and went on to suggest that the demon's whiteness may be due to his being a survival of an ancient subterranean White God (NOLDEKE 1915) . N 6 ld e k e ， s interpretation is in my opinion forced and baseless. There is no need to conjure up some prehistoric "White God" in order to account for the whiteness of this demon. The Shahnama is a literary work of art, and all of its "oddities" may be explained quite nicely by literary analysis.
Zal and the White Demon are similar not only in appearance, but also in function, and in their relative independence from the royal court. Like his white-haired human counterpart, the White Demon is the chief hero of his country. Moreover, like Zal, who lives away from the Persian court in Sistan， the demon lives in his fiefdom far away from the Mazandaranian capital. Furthermore, whereas the Iranian kings ask for ZaFs help when in difficulty, it is the White Demon to whom the king of Mazandaran appeals for help when his realm is threatened (J of M , 191，cf. also 538-39, 546).
These similarities, taken together with the anomalous color of the demon, imply that Zal and the White Demon are different aspects of the same being. The narrative has split ZaFs imago into a good Zal and a bad one and has created the bizarre character of the White Demon from this splitting. Rostam's fight with the White Demon, therefore, may be under stood as an Oedipal fight between the hero and his father, during which Rostam symbolically overcomes his father, forces him into the background, and takes his place.1 3 R o s t a m 's D r e a m l ik e Jo u r n e y I f ，as I have suggested, Rostam's slaying of the White Demon is a symbolic form of parricide related to the son's attempt to achieve independence and individuation from the father, then no matter how desirable the final out come, the process itself must be heavily disguised. It must be disguised because the fiercely patriarchal universe of the classical Persian epic tradi tion would not allow overt parricide without exacting a horrific punishment for it. Therefore, Rostam's fight with and victory over the evil aspect of his father are not only disguised but are even removed from the normal epic landscape and transferred to a world, of which the atmosphere and scenery are reminiscent of anxiety dreams.
Aside from the strange color of the demon, two characteristics of Rostam's seven trials are immediately striking. First, in spite of the custom ary name by which this episode of Rostam's life is known in Shahnama scholarship and oral tradition, Rostam does not actually go through seven hardships. Second, during or close to his " t r ia ls ， " the hero is often asleep.
The dreamlike atmosphere of Rostam's adventures in this episode is communicated by the bizarre suspension of the customary atmosphere of epic narrative. That is, compared to other trial sequences of the Persian epic tradition, these are on the surface disorderly and confused; somewhat like parts of a dream that do not necessarily fit together in a coherent narrative at first glance. For instance, the lion that attacks the sleeping Rostam in the first trial is a strange beast. Like a human, it thinks about his options, talks to himself， and considers the pros and cons of his strategy before making his move (290). The dragon of the third trial is also given to thinking and rea soning (340-44). These beasts resemble the speaking menagerie of fairy tales and dreams more closely than the less fantastic realm of epic. The case of the dragon in Rostam's third trial is especially interesting.
Unlike other dragons of the Shahnama, this one is endowed with mag ical powers and is able to disappear or even sink into the ground at will (363). It also has the power of speech, and in fact engages Rostam in con versation. The interlocution between Rostam and the dragon follows the pattern of verbal exchange between warriors on the battlefield. The dragon is in this respect anthropomorphized.1 4 The nature of the exchange between Rostam and this unusual dragon is important for our analysis: In his fourth trial the hero comes upon a witches' feast in the forest. The witches disappear, leaving their ample spread behind. Rostam takes up a lute that lies next to a cup of wine on the spread, and sings aloud about his life:
"An unfortunate wanderer is Rostam" (J of M ，398). Ir in the previous trial he announced his name to his foe in the darkness of the night, here he sings it to the whole worla in the light of day. The key word in this hemistich is avara, wanderer. The word avara in Persian implies not only the idea of wandering, but also those of loneliness and detachment.
The final proof of Rostam's independence, growing maturity, and polit ical importance is signaled in the fifth trial, during which he captures a minor Mazandaranian knight to whom he promises the throne of that coun try (J of M, 460-61; 463-68). Tms is clearly the kind of promise that presup poses political authority. No mere child can make such a promise. Only one who is confident of the king's support can pledge the throne of a country to another. Rostam's promise to put Olad on the throne of Mazandaran con firms that ms first four trials have transformed him into a statesman endowed with all of his aged father's political and moral authority. It is precisely this transformation that allows the hero to promise the throne of Mazandaran to his guide.
Most would agree that Rostam's first and second trials hardly qualify as heroic deeds. In the first, the hero's horse kills a lion, and during the second, God's mercy delivers him from death by dehydration. However, his third, fourth, and fifth trials (namely his encounters with the dragon and the witches, and his capture of his Mazandaranian guide) are logically related. Semiotically， these trials not only signify Rostam's transformation from boy to man, but also free him from his father, Zal. They additionally allow the epic narrative to make a smooth transition from one chief hero to another.
Rostam's sixth trial has two components: a less significant martial aspect that concerns the hero's routing of a minor demon force, and a more impor tant symbolic one that formally sanctions and affirms the hero's achieve ments in his previous trials. It is a narrative means of signaling the crown's approval of Rostam's function as the jahan pahlavan. The sequence of events that lead to this affirmation is telling.
Having defeated the demon detachment that guards the area, Rostam approaches the king's prison:
When the crown-bestowing hero entered the city Raxs thundered forth a neigh. The king said to the Iranian [prisoners], Our hardship is ended! I heard the voice of Raxs;
My heart and soul were revived by his voice. (J of M ，523-25)
Rostam is called the "wise， warlike hero" (yal~e danes-afruz-eparxasjuy) (526) in the next line, and is thus confirmed by the king in his new position. A boy would not be called danes-afruz. Later Kavus orders Rostam to bring the White Demon's blood in order to cure the blindness that afflicts the Iranian prisoners. In Rostam's farewell to the Iranian captives, the epic's narrative logic cleverly confirms both the fraternity of the heroes and Rostam's newly gained supremacy over them:
The hulky hero prepared for war And set out to leave that place. He said to the Iranians: Be on your guard! I am leaving to face the White Demon. He is a demon, cunning and brave, Surrounded by a great force [is he]. If he defeats me Long will you remain in bondage and hardship, But if God grants me help And good fortune makes me able You will be restored to your land and to the Throne And that royal tree will bring forth fruit. (J of M, 544-49)
In his farewell speech, Rostam explicitly ties the very survival of the heroes and the throne to his victory. He thus establishes himself as the foun dation upon which all heroic and courtly life depends. His allusion to the "royal tree" that will bear fruit only if he is victorious over the White Demon, not only brings to mind the image of the tree in the introductory verses of the tale, but also implies that without him the very survival of the royal line would be in doubt. In fact this is no idle boast because the king is still childless. Therefore if he perishes in the White Demon's prison (an out come that may be avoided only if Rostam defeats the demon) the royal line will come to an end.1 6 In addressing the heroes and the crown in the man ner that he does before his departure, Rostam practically takes over his absent father's position. He lays claim to Z a l， s office, and the king upholds his claim. However, Zal, or at least the demonic aspect of Zal as personified by the White Demon, is not going to give up his place meekly to his son. He will put up a fight, and that brings us to Rostam's last adventure, namely his fight with the White Demon.
Rostam cuts off the demon's leg before killing it (J of M ，573). Leg / foot as phallic symbols in Persian and many other literatures are too well known to require documentation. Thus, Rostam's amputation of the demon's leg before killing it, confirms my suggestion that the fight does have Oedipal implications. However, what is more important for our purposes than the strict psychoanalytical interpretation of the scene is the hero's symbolic absorp tion of his father's essence. In order to present the evidence in favor of this interpretation, we must backtrack a little.
When Rostam finds the king and his entourage in the White Demon's prison, the king tells him that physicians have determined "the blood of the heart and brain of the White Demon" as the only cure of the captives， blind ness (J of M, 541). However, when Rostam finally finds and kills the beast, it is his liver that he extracts (J of M, 580，584，597). Heart, brain, and liver are intimately associated with the essence of human beings in Iranian and other Indo-European worldviews (cf. O n ia n s 1973, 84-89，162-63, 505). If my suggestion is correct that the White Demon symbolizes Zal, then by tak ing the demon's liver, heart, and brains, Rostam captures his father's essence and absorbs his most essential qualities in order to replace his father as the new jahan pahlavan.
T h e W a r o f M A z a n d a r An a s P r o o f o f R o s t a m 's M a t u r it y
The qualitative change in the person and the function of Rostam after his seven trials and the successful rescue of the King and other heroes is con firmed by his role in the conquest of Mazandaran. Kaykavus, whose origi nal mindless belligerence caused his captivity in the first place, has now learned his lesson. In contrast to his previous strategy of aggression and mas sacre of the Mazandaranian populace (169-70, 174-75), he approaches the matter according to the epic tradition of military conquest, which demands sending a message to the king of Mazandaran in order to give him a chance to avoid war by becoming a vassal of the Iranian court (610-13). Rostam's maturity and his incorporation into the adult assembly of the court aristoc racy is at this point explicitly acknowledged for the first time:
bad-in ray xosnud sod pur-e Zal, bozorgan he budand ba u ham al
The son of Zal was pleased by this decision, And so were the nobles who were ms peers. (614) The ruler of Mazandaran refuses to submit, however, and Rostam coun cils that a new fiercely worded letter should be composed, so that he can per sonally take it to the enemy court. The wording of Rostam's discourse at tms point is that of a court councilor, not a young man:
conin goft Kavus~ra piltan: K~azin nang bogzaram in anjoman! Mara bord bayad su~ye u pay dm Soxan bar-gosayam co tig az niyam Yakj nama bayad co borranda tig Pay am i ba \erdar~e gorranda mig savam con ferestada i uazd-e uy Ba goftdr， xun andar-aram bajuy Ba pasox conin goft Kavus sah Ke az to foruzad negin o kolah Pay am i J^ojd to gozari delir Bedarrad del-e p il o cangal~e sir
Thus said the hulking [hero] to Kavus: I should leave this court because of this insult! It is I who must take a message to him I will utter words as sharp as unsheathed blades. A letter must be prepared, keen as a sword, With a message like roaring thunder [lit" clouds]. I will go to him in the guise of an envoy And bring blood to flow by my words.
King Kavus answered thus:
You are the luster of the royal seal and the crown.1 7 The message that you bravely carry W ill tear out the hearts of elephants and the claws of lions. (662-67)
Rostam, who was called rostam-e sir naxorda sir, "the suckling R o s ta m ， " at the beginning of this episode (72), is now so transformed as to directly partici pate in making political decisions, and even act as the crown's ambassador to another court. By the end of the seven trials, Rostam is undoubtedly a warrior statesman. His political and moral authority is emphasized when, after final victory over Mazandaran, Kaykavus honors the promise that the hero made to his Turanian guide, and appoints the man to rule over Mazan daran (844-848).
There is a crucial additional detail in the scene of the king's assent to Rostam's request to make Olad king of Mazandaran, which deserves men tion. Not only does Kavus grant Rostam's request, but the text reads ba bar zad jahdndar-e bidar dast, the wise king struck his chest/side in obedience" (849). Striking the chest/side is a ritualistic gesture of obeisance that, as far as I know, is expressed exclusively by subjects towards kings. It is common for heroes of the Shahnama to show their obedience to the king's orders with this gesture (e.g., Khaleghi-Motlagh Vol.l，pp. 20，511; Vol.2， pp. 323, 1780; V o l. 3，p p . 14，199ff.).1 8 But kings never strike their chest/side in response to their subordinates， requests. That would be beneath the dignity of their office. Therefore, when Kaykavus grants Rostam's wishes by means of this gesture, he honors the hero far beyond normal courtly traditions.
T h e N o n -Lit e r a r y V e r s io n s In contrast to the Shahnama version of the seven trials story which, as a part of the epic's long narrative is intricately connected to it as a whole, the oral versions of this episode (none of which is in verse)1 9 are independent entities. Thus, these tales can freely rearrange and omit details and chronologies that the Shahnama narrative cannot afford to disregard by virtue or its being a unified literary work of art. This is best demonstrated in the rearrangement of the chronological order of events of Rostam's hie in the oral versions of the story of his seven trials. For instance, the first of the four versions that I have translated here places the episode of the seven trials after the tale of Rostam's tragic fight with his son, Sohrab. By contrast, the story of Rostam and Sohrab in the Shahnama happens long after the episode of the hero's seven trials. Indeed, by the time Rostam fights his son in the Shahnama, he is an old man, while during his seven trials he is a mere teenager. Furthermore, the oral version completely neglects the hero's individual trials, and concen trates instead on his actual fight with the White Demon. It also introduces details that are typical of verbal art (e.g., replacing the Olad of the literary version with a character called "the son of Marjana the witch")， the White Demon's use of his own liver in bringing about the Iranians' blindness, the use of the formulaic number forty, etc. The second oral version translated here likewise omits any mention of Rostam's various trials, but it adds sev eral details that are typical of oral traditional narratives (e.g., specifying the weight of Rostam's weapons, replacing the blood of the demon's liver with its ashes as a cure for the Iranians' blindness, and increasing the number of the monster's heads to seven). The third version specifies the cause of the fight as the Mazandaranian population's request that Rostam rescue them from the tyranny of the demon. This version entirely eliminates the story of the War against Mazandaran, of which Rostam's fight with the White Demon is only an episode in the literary version. It also reinterprets the haft xan, "seven t r ia ls ， " as the name of seven caves on the way to the demon's lair. The seventh xan according to this version, is the seventh cave in which the White Demon resides. This variant leaves out all reference to the Iranians' blindness and to the efficacy of the demon's blood in curing their condition. The fourth version conflates mutilated versions of the tales of the Demon Akvan with that of the White Demon, both narrated in the Shahnama, and produces a hybrid version, according to which Rostam fought the White Demon because it had kidnapped his wife.
The version found in the professional storytelling (naqqali) sources tends closely to follow the Shahnama version because professional story tellers do not deviate from the Shahnama narrative in significant details. However, they freely elaborate and reorganize. For instance, the version I have translated here has somewhat altered the order of Rostam's trials. In doing so, it has disrupted the literary logic of the textual version, but has achieved a semi-literary logic of its own which, although far less sophisti cated than the Shahnama version and at a lower level of symbolization, is quite charming. The early life and career of Rostam follows two complementary paths in the Shahnama. The overt textual path is a simple chronological progression: his birth in the reign of Manucehr, his childhood and first battle experience under Kayqobad, his seven trials and the majority of his important exploits under Kaykavus and Kayxosraw， and finally his old age and death under Gostasp. A covert subtext runs through this simple chronology and intri cately unites seemingly disparate episodes of his life. This subtext also links episodes of the Shahnama that, in spite of their deceptive apparent inde pendence, are in fact intricately connected. What connects these episodes is an undeniable narrative logic that imposes a persistent unity on the poem's progress. This artistic unity is entirely lacking in the oral versions of the epic tale, which, by virtue of being discrete free-flowing entities in the oral tradi tion, need not maintain a logical connection to a greater whole. The semiliterary naqqali versions of the Shahnama, although less free than their oral versions, show greater adherence to the logic of the epic narrative and the intricate interconnectedness of the Shahnama's narrative. It is the careful examination of this rich tapestry of interconnectedness that promises to be the most fruitful avenue of Shahnama scholarship at the outset of the twentyfirst century. Simple-minded re-hashings of outdated notions that allege Ferdawsi depended on oral tradition or that his diction was in any way influ enced by "orality" will no longer do, even after they are cross-fertilized with Harvard's tribal religion of Oral Formulaic Theory. He traveled until he came upon two mountains that leaned against one another, forming a pitch-dark tunnel, from which bizarre and frightening sounds emanated.
Rostam pronounced the name of God and spurred Raxs on into the tunnel, riding until dawn, lost and thirsty. He began to pray, when suddenly there appeared the door to a garden.
Concerning Rostam 's Com ing to H is First Trial and H is Slaying o f the Witch
Rostam spurred Raxs on into the garden, where he saw near a pool four trees, in the shade of which a rich spread of food and wine was arranged with roasted fowls and wine. He also noticed a lute hanging from a tree. Rostam thanked God, and dis mounted from Raxs. He sat at the spread near the pool, and had his fill of the food, followed by several cups of wine. Then he took down the lute from the tree and played. He said, "O God, you have prepared everything for me. I wish you to arrange for a beautiful damsel to appear too." He was in the middle of this when all of a sudden a beautiful damsel appeared in the garden, approaching him coquettishly. The sight of her delighted Rostam. The damsel greeted the hero, and said, "Welcome， young man. We are delighted to have you in our humble abode." She then placed a cup full of wine in Rostam's hand. Rostam drank the wine and began to sing the praise of God.3 9 As soon as the woman heard the name of God, her color changed; and Rostam saw that the name of God had changed the woman, and she was transformed into an ugly hag. He drew the Narimanian blade, and struck the witch in the waist so hard that she was cut in two. The hero then thanked God, and mounted his horse and set out for the second trial.
Concerning Rostam 's A rrival at the Second Trial, and RaxTs K illin g o f the L io n;
[which] should be Narrated as Follows、 。 Meanwhile, the gazelle kept on coming, and beckoning with its head, as if to say, "Follow me!" The hero began to follow the animal until they climbed upon a hill, where the gazelle disappeared, and a pleasant spring caught the hero's eye. Rostam thanked God, and drank his fill of water. He then put his weapons and armor back on, mounted Raxs, and brought him to the spring to water, and fell asleep. After resting, he got up, mounted his horse again, and set out for the fourth trial.
Concerning Rostam V A rrival at the Fourth Trial, and the Slaying o f the Dragon, I t Says
He continued until he came upon a pasture. He dismounted and drank some water.
Afterwards he fell asleep. At this station, a sorcerer transformed himself into a dragon and attempted to harm Rostam. But Raxs ran up to the hero and pounded the earth with his hooves. Rostam was awakened, but the sorcerer chanted an incantation4 4 and disappeared. The hero looked around but found no one, and fell asleep again.
Once again that devil approached Rostam. Raxs ran up to the hero and pounded the ground with his hooves; and the hero was awakened once more, and the sorcerer disappeared again. The hero scolded Raxs, saying, "If you wake me up again, I
promise I will kill you." Having said this, he fell asleep again. That sorcerer approached Rostam again. Raxs could take this no longer and, neighing, he ran to the hero. Rostam awoke and saw a bizarre dragon. He reached for his sharp blade and struck the beast in the middle so hard that it was cut in two. That sorcerer was dispatched to hell, and Rostam kissed Raxs5 s eyes, and set out for the fifth trial.
Concerning Rostam's A rrival at the Fifth Trial and H is Capture o f O lad Son ofM arzban,

It is Said
Rostam kept riding on Raxs until he spied from afar a castle that was surrounded by fields. He came upon a plane tree, where he dismounted, let Raxs graze in the fields, and fell asleep in the shade of the tree. It so happened that the guardian of the fields looked and noticed a horse grazing in his field, while a youth was sleeping under the tree nearby. He said to himself, "I should go and cut off the tail and ears of this The text continues with an account of the war of Mazandaran. NOTES 1.For a brief discussion of the views that assign primacy to one or the other of these two sets of adventures, see NOLDEKE 1979, 72-73 . All references to the text of the Shahnama are taken from KhALEGHI-MOTLAGH?s ongoing edition of the Shahnameh (1988)， the best avail able critical edition of the poem. Verses are cited according to Wolff's system, i.e., as num bered serially from the beginning of a titled reign or episode. Thus "Kaykavus， 375" means verse (i.e., line, or couplet) 375 of the kingship of Kaykavus. This system makes it easier to locate verses in different editions of the epic by eliminating reference to volume and page numbers that differ in various editions.
2. Aside from Rostam's life, trials occur in the adventures or garsasp, Sam, Faramarz, mother, and the cave may represent the displaced maternal genitals. Naturally, in such a model, Rostam's amputation of the Demon's leg during their fight might be interpreted as the son's castration of his father. But regardless of whether one chooses to introduce sexual elements into the analysis or not, the symbolic father-son rivalry, and the victory of the son over the father in this narrative, may not easily be dismissed.
14. There is only one other instance o f a m eeting between a h u m a n and a dragon where speaking is even mentioned. However, in that scene, namely the encounter between the sor cerer king Fereydun and his sons, the dragon does not utter a word. It is the youngest of the sons who addresses the beast. Moreover, the dragon is not really an animal, but the king who has transformed himself into a dragon in order to test his sons. 15. Nayram is a short form of Nariman, who was Rostam's ancestor. 16. In fact the very next story in the Shahnama, namely the episode of the War of Hamavaran, is the narrative of Kaykavus's marriage. At the end of that story the king offi cially appoints Rostam to the office of jahan pahlavan (In.340). In contrast to his Mazan daran campaign, Kaykavus's war against Hamavaran is well justified.
17. Though I have translated the hemistich literally, the king means to say that the crown depends on Rostam for its glory. That is, the expression "royal seal and the crown" denotes the institution of kingship here.
18. Professor Robert Goldman told me years ago that as a sign of their volunteering for a mission, the heroes of the Mahabharata make the following gesture: they raise one arm and strike their armpit or side fiercely with their hand, thus making a great noise.
19. Although three volumes of Iranian oral epic tales have been published, not a single story in this published corpus is in verse. This fact, taken together with the total absence of reference to verse oral epics in classical Persian sources should be enough to discredit pseudo comparative claims that seek to connect the Iranian national epic with a "poetic oral tradition" in song.
20.1 translate the narrative as literally as possible so long as my literalism does not impede understanding. All repetitions and "awkward" expressions are in the original. 23. This version of the story was narrated by a 27-year-old tradesman from the township of Maran Kalata, near the city of Gorgan in Mazandaran. The version was collected in the winter of 1353/1975. 24. What I have translated as "ghoul" is in fact gul~e biyabani desert ghoul" in Persian.
See Encyclopaedia Iranica under 和 /.
25. Simorg is a mythical bird that is closely associated with Rostam's family. She raised Rostam's father Zal (Motif B535: Animal nurse) and helped the hero's family out of two seri ous difficulties. Her sudden appearance in this scene is characteristic of the oral versions of epic tales that in their presentation tend to be quite fluid. These tales tend to suddenly intro duce new or even contradictory characters in their narratives. In contrast, the narrative of the literary Shahnama takes meticulous care to avoid contradictions.
26. Narrated by a 20-year-old student from the city of Rezvansahr, in Tavales, this version was collected in the spring of 1354/1976 27. Related by a 39-year-old tradesman from Velmarz, near Sahsavar. The story was col lected in the spring of 1354/1976. 28. This folktale, which normally occurs with animals for its protagonists, has found a home in the Rostam saga. It is really Tale Type 1310, "Drowning the crayfish as punishment; eel, crab, turtle, etc. express fear of water and are thrown in." It is related to Type 1634E* "Throwing the thief over the fence， " in which the thief who is surprised while stealing says: do your worst, only don't throw me over the fence. Naturally, when he is thrown over the fence, he escapes. See also the bibliography pertaining to motifs K584, K581-K581. 4 32. This is one of the traditional formulae with which the professional naqqal may open a storytelling session.
33. The text reads sazanda instead of navazanda, which is the correct word for musician. There is virtually no page that is devoid of errors from a formal point of view. The language of the professional storyteller, however, has its own rules and charm, and should not be judged by formal literary standards.
The Persian text reads: ja~ye la t if o ba safaist, \ e dar ru~ye mas\an j a i ba an xubi
ostadan tasavvor naharda and, w h ich is peculiar in terms o f syntax and vocabulary. H enceforth I will provide transliterations of the actual reading of the text whenever this appears to be for mally peculiar.
35. This is a folk rendition of the name of this hero. The literary form of this name in the Shahnama is Zanga-ye savaran.
3b. T h a t the king and his entourage are im prisoned in the well has not been m entioned in the story before this point. This is the type of inconsistency which, although typical of oral epic narratives in Iran, is entirely lacking in the Shahnama. 44. TcxV.jadu esmi xand va napadid sod, literally, "the sorcerer recited a name, and disap peared. The reference to the name" might be influenced by the belief in the magical pow ers of the hidden name ot し rod， wmch appears in many traditional and religious narratives in the Middle East.
45. Note that Olad has not asked for his life to be spared. However, Rostam's statement presupposes that the captive has made such a request. This is another example of narrative inconsistency in the naqqali versions of the Shahnama. 48. An awkward way of saying that the snakes in that mountain were worse than drag ons.
49. Literally: "God is the greatest， " the traditional battle cry of Muslims. Rostam, who is not a Muslim in the literary heroic tradition, is completely Islamicized in the folk tradition, and often acts or speaks as a devout M u s lim w ould. See SOROUDI 1980. 50. The word xarcang literally means "c ra b ， " and is probably used as the name of Arzang?s brother because the two words rhyme.
